**Approximate DACA Renewals Pending with Expired DACA**  
**As of April 30, 2019**

| Number (Rounded) | 8,860 |

This report reflects the most up-to-date data available at the time the report is generated.

Number of individuals with a DACA renewal pending whose current DACA has expired as of Apr. 30, 2019.

Individuals who have obtained Lawful Permanent Resident Status or U.S. Citizenship are excluded.

USCIS previously discovered that the query code used to generate this report had some flaws, such that the data was under inclusive because it only pulled cases from Electronic Immigration System (ELIS) and not also from Computer Linked Application Information Management System (CLAIMS 3). CLAIMS 3 and ELIS are electronic case management systems that USCIS uses to process certain immigration requests. From the inception of DACA until early 2016, DACA requests were ingested into and processed in CLAIMS 3. In early 2016, USCIS transitioned to ELIS for DACA requests, and newly received DACA requests were ingested into and then processed in ELIS. USCIS believes that it has corrected this issue in the query code and that this report provides a more accurate reflection of pending renewal DACA requests for individuals with expired DACA. Note that if this report is compared to versions prior to the March 31, 2018 version that USCIS has published on its website, the prior versions reflect under inclusive data.

**Approximate DACA Initials Pending**  
**As of April 30, 2019**

| Number (Rounded) | 2,180 |

This report reflects the most up-to-date data available at the time the report is generated.

Number of individuals with a DACA initials pending as of Apr. 30, 2019.

USCIS previously discovered that the query code used to generate this report had some flaws, such that the data was under inclusive because it only pulled cases from Electronic Immigration System (ELIS) and not also from Computer Linked Application Information Management System (CLAIMS 3). CLAIMS 3 and ELIS are electronic case management systems that USCIS uses to process certain immigration requests. From the inception of DACA until early 2016, DACA requests were ingested into and processed in CLAIMS 3. In early 2016, USCIS transitioned to ELIS for DACA requests, and newly received DACA requests were ingested into and then processed in ELIS. USCIS believes that it has corrected this issue in the query code and that this report provides a more accurate reflection of pending initial DACA requests. Note that if this report is compared to versions prior to the March 31, 2018 version that USCIS has published on its website, the prior versions reflect under inclusive data.